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Introduction 
The EPA released the Clean Power Plan in June 2014. As part of this rule they have included 
expected improvements in efficiency for the existing coal fleet. The expected improvements 
as written in the EPA documents is 4% by operational improvements and 6% with “Upgrades”.   
My discussion today is to review both the “Operational” improvements and some ideas to 
consider for “Upgrading”. 
The USA coal fleet average heat-rate is in the range of 10,500 Btu’s/kWh. The thermal 
efficiency of a 10,500 Btu/kWhr heat rate is 32.5%.  The best supercritical plants such as 
Iatan #2 or Turk can achieve net heat rates in the range of 8,858 to 9,150 Btu’s/kWhr (37.3% 
to 38.52% Thermal Efficiency).  The average 2,400/1000/1000 degree F. plants with FGD and 
full environmental auxiliaries when tuned for optimum can achieve about 10,000 Btu/kWhr 
heat rate.  
The margin between the “average coal plant” and a Net 10,000 Btu’s/kWhr Heat-Rate is about 
5%. The study by Sargent and Lundy and the EPA have therefore concluded that the 
improvement potential of 4% by operational changes is possible. I have published articles 
myself that show this to be true. The very large “But” is, today’s normal operations are 
different than the conditions the plants were designed to operate. Most of the existing coal 
fleet was designed and built in the 1970’s and 1980’s for “Base Load” operations. Today we 
have “Must Run” renewables and nuclear plants. Then there is the inexpensively fueled, fast 
starting Combined Cycle natural gas plants that add even more competitive pressure for large 
coal Units.  
Additionally there is changing electrical demand from an America that once was a strong 
manufacturing nation.  Now a loss of much of the industrial base load for producing aluminum, 
copper and steel manufacture, combined with losses of other heavy manufacturing has 
reduced the 24/7 electricity demand. Much of this base electrical load demand for 
manufacturing has been lost to overseas competition. Especially manufacturing increases in 
China. The result is, electric load for a lot of utilities is now more commercial and residential 
demand. This compounds the challenges for operations to optimize “Best Heat-Rate” 
operations.  Current more cyclic operation and lower capacity factor operations are normal. 
The capacity factors will become worse in the Fall and Spring as air-conditioning and heating 
requirements are lessened with mild weather. All of these factors combined, create an 
enormous problem of achieving a better average heat rate, because of the way that plants 
designed for base load operations are being operated at low loads and even cycled off on the 
weekends. All of these factors are beyond the scope of my expertise or influence; I just state 
the operations production and demand issues so that you know that I feel your pain.   
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Now, having addressed the systemic problems of achieving best heat rates and approaching 
design heat rate capability, let’s move on to what we can do both by excellence in operations 
and maintenance improvements and by implementing upgrades to the existing plants. I will 
cover both.  
Realizing that there are limits as described in the foregoing, due to the overall Grid operation, 
I believe the improvements in heat rate are about 2% potential, not 4%. If “Base Load” 
operation was to be a reality, yes we could find 4%. Throw out New Source Review and apply 
mechanical “Upgrades” and maybe even 6% improvements in heat rate could be realized.  

 
My talk is about making the best of coal plant operations, in an environment that is not so 
friendly due to regulatory and competitive pressures.  
 
 
The current situation is challenging, but there are some improvements that can be realized by 
applying excellence in Operations and Maintenance.
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Today’s Presentation: 
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The expectations for Heat-Rate improvement are 4% by O&M improvements and 6% by 
implementing “Upgrades”. I will discuss upgrades and New Source Review later in the presentation.  
So, where did the EPA get the idea that 4-6% Heat-Rate improvements are possible? Here are a 
couple explanations. 
 

 
 
The above published “Best Heat-Rates” show very good potential when compared to the best of the 
best.  However, at least two factors are not considered in this reasoning. One, most of the top 20 
Unit’s listed above are supercritical units and are fairly new. Also, the load factor of these is higher 
than average.  That is, at least for the year 2013 from which this data is taken. 
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Then there is a study by the National Energy Technology Laboratories that prepared the graph 
above presenting the overall thermal efficiency range of the best and the worst heat rates from 
hundreds of coal plants across the USA. Again, the range of highest and lowest is significant and in 
the range of about 5+%. 
 
An article in POWER Magazine that I co-authored with Dr. Bob Peltier referred to “Stealth Heat –
Rate” factors. In that article, it was described that there is about 500-600 Btu’s/kWh heat rate 
improvement potential in most of the coal plants in America. At the time of the publication, the low 
cost natural gas, must run renewables and loss of industrial load were not significant factors and 
were not considered. So, the potential improvements in heat rate by excellence in O&M, was based 
on the premise of operating the plants at a reasonable  capacity factor of say, 70% to show a good 
potential for improvement. 
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I should also mention that when this was published and the heat rate potential improvement of over 
11% is shown, was before many backend environmental FGD and SCR equipment was added. 
These environmental retrofits significantly  raise the parasitic auxiliary power. For 2400 
psi/1000/1000 degree F. Units operating at a 70% or greater capacity factor, in my experience about 
10,000 Btu’s/kWhr is attainable.  
Later in this presentation, I will show a case study which shows such an example.  
 
One point I would like to make regarding achieving the “Best Possible” Heat-Rate. That point is, it 
needs to be a 100% Team effort by everyone on the O&M Team. In other words, a heat rate 
engineer cannot do it alone. It takes operators being vigilant 24/7. It takes maintenance staffs to 
support the best heat rate improvements when outage repairs are planned and implemented. It takes 
Instrumentation and management cooperation on such factors as primary airflow controls and details 
such as these. For example, the best load response of large coal unit can be achieved with high 
primary airflow. But, high primary airflow comes at a cost in heat rate penalty. Tuning of the boiler for 
the best heat rate may not be what the operators believe to be the optimum from a load response 
viewpoint. This is an example of working as a team makes a difference. Another example is 
maintenance practices for the longest wear of pulverizer components may not be conducive to best 
performance.  Such as, achieving high coal fineness for best overall combustion efficiency. 
Here are some common, correctable heat rate opportunities. 
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I am a boiler engineer, so you would expect me to address heat rate opportunities at the boiler. Here 
are some common examples. 
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This list of potential heat rate improvements was published in POWER and Coal Power magazines. 
The net total improvements are up to 750 Btu’s/kWhr. Of course, the fuel cost savings are significant 
as well as the CO2 reductions. These are based on our experience at the time with a normal capacity 
factor operation. There were no thoughts of cycling or extreme low load operation. 
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Secondary combustion creates at least ten issues. Most impact the heat rate: 

• Slagging and fouling 
• Excessive sootblowing and the consequent steam cycle losses 
• Cider carryover into the convection pass that contributes to SCR and air heater fouling 
• Increased draft losses  and the accompanying higher auxiliary power consumption 
• Higher than optimum Superheater and Reheater Desuperheating spray water flows 
• Increased auxiliary power consumption from the resulting draft losses 
• More air in-leakage due to the higher negative pressures of the boiler ducts and convection 

pass. 
• CO emissions 
• Increased Ammonia or Urea injection into the SCR’s which then create Ammonia slip and 

ABS deposits in the air heaters 
• Reliability is harmed by the sootblower erosion of boiler tubing and also slagging and fouling 
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Sootblowing can be referred to as “Reactive” or “Preventive”. For example, blowing the long 
retractable blowers to remove cinders and slag from the superheater is reactive. Cleaning the 
waterwalls to lower the FEGT (Furnace Exit Gas Temperature) is preventive. Also, waterwall 
blowers and water lances create less steam cycle heat losses than long retractable blowers. A 
long retractable sootblower in the high temperature zone of a furnace may use over 10,000 
pounds of steam per hour. This loss of high-energy steam represents a significant heat rate 
penalty.  
Keeping the furnace exit gas temperature in the range of 2,000-2,150°F rather than say, 
2,700°F can make a huge difference in Unit performance and heat rate. I say this based on 
experience. We have seen a boiler when optimized, have a FEGT of about 2,150°F. When 
secondary combustion may be present the flue gases may be well over 3,000°F.  It is not an 
exaggeration to state that the Furnace exit gas temperature peaks may be more than a 1,000 
degrees F. above normal when secondary combustion is present. 
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Teamwork and continuous improvement is required to extract the optimum performance of a 
large coal plant. I will show a couple examples later of two plants that achieved “Best” then 
faded into mediocrity as victory was declared and the (employee) contributors to the success 
were promoted to other positions in the company. In my career I have seen this numerous 
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times. The emphasis is applied to combustion optimization and improvements in operational 
vigilance and then after a year or two, operations then slides back to normal. Creating a culture 
of heat rate awareness is a challenge for management. This is especially true today with so 
many new competitive and regulatory “Dragons” to slay. 
 

 
 
To correct what I refer to as “Stealth Heat Rate Variables,” first they must be identified and 
quantified. Some of identification and quantification of opportunities can be done by accurate, 
permanently mounted sensors.  However, more often than not, the opportunities for 
improvement must be identified by testing. The largest correctable losses that we have seen 
are air in-leakage and Burner Belt Optimization of the furnace inputs.  
Applying the 13 Essentials is a great start. In 2012 I gave a presentation to RMEL and 
published a paper entitled, “First: Apply the Fundamentals”. This is available on the Storm 
Technologies, Inc. web site at www.stormeng.com.  I will not go over the materials I presented 
in 2012 considering our limited time today.  If I do say so myself, the document has a lot of 
informative illustrations and details on testing and evaluating the Furnace Burner Belt “Inputs”. 
If you are interested in improving boiler performance, I suggest downloading and studying that 
document. Of course, you can always call or email any of us at Storm if you have a question. 
 
The permanent plant instrumentation can be helpful in providing guidance of the air heater “X-
Ratio,” and if oxygen sensors are representatively sampling ductwork flue gases, can provide 
oxygen rise from the Boiler exit to the stack.  
Air in-leakage before the air preheaters is a large heat loss and even if an ASME, PTC-4.1 
Boiler Efficiency test is run, the leakage will not be detected. Why? Because this test is based 

http://www.stormeng.com/
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on the losses as calculated in percentage of efficiency losses per pound of “As-Fired Fuel” and 
based on complete flue gas analyses at the air heater inlet’s and outlet’s. Thus, any air in-
leakage upstream of the air heater flue gas inlets, is “Assumed” to have come through the air 
heater(s) and burners.  
In our experience, it is a good idea to perform a “Comprehensive Boiler Diagnostic Test” at 
least twice per year.  

 
 
“To solve a problem, first it must be identified”. (Ben Franklin). “If you can measure it, you can 
manage it”.  (Peter Drucker) 
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Stealth Heat Rate Loss No. 1: Air In-Leakage 
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An example of an economizer outlet expansion joint leak. This is a 600 MW sized unit and the 
air in-leakage that flowed through this expansion joint was in the range of the equivalent of 
15% of the total air-flow to the boiler. This would not be discoverable by performing an ASME 
PTC-4.1 test of flue gas analyses at the air heater inlets and exit flue gas ducts. In fact, we did 

perform Air Heater inlet flue gas traverses and they were very uniformly mixed. 
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Measuring the Furnace Exit Flue Gas Oxygen is extremely important. The best way that we 
have found is to use water-cooled HVT Probes and a reliable flue gas analyzer. 
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We take the 13 Essentials seriously and have to report to you, that after many years of 
recommending them, they are still effective.  
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Here is a very informative test to “Referee” the Root Cause of higher than optimum flyash 
carbon content. By referee I mean, it determines whether the higher than desired carbon is ash 
is caused by insufficient oxygen in the furnace or if Coal Fineness is a significant part of the 
problem. 
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An example of a concentrated effort of applying the “Fundamentals” to the “Burner Belt Inputs” 
follows. First leakage was corrected. Then the mill fineness’s, primary airflow’s, secondary 
airflow balance and reduced excess air. All of these factors resulted together in an improved 
heat rate. The FEGT was reduced and then lower cost fuels could be utilized. This plus the 
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better heat-rate moved the Unit up several notches in the System Dispatch order. 
This was before FGD and SCR installations and therefore the parasitic power was much lower. 
Nevertheless, it does show the Heat-Rate trend downward as better balance of air and fuel 
was admitted into the furnace. Many of the Unit Performance Factors are controlled at the 
Boiler, but may have nothing to do with boiler efficiency, such as De-Superheating spray water 
flows, steam temperatures, air in-leakage and tempering air quantities. 

 
 
 
Great Teamwork was applied to another plant with a B&W Boiler. The key to the success of 
this program was truly, teamwork of all work groups functioning for the same goals. 
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In this example, there were significant known deficiencies in the pre boiler cycle, the cooling 
tower and turbine issues. All of these were addressed during a major overhaul outage. 
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All factors were considered and all work groups cooperated to apply the 13 Essentials and to 
correct all possible Heat-Rate penalties. Including air in-leakage, high air heater leakage rates, 
high primary airflow’s and poor fuel fineness. The result: A 400 Btu/kWhr Heat-Rate 
improvement. 
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Here are eight common variables that when corrected/optimized, can make a significant 
difference. 
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The foregoing are my review of the “Operational” opportunities for improvement. As more Heat-Rate 
improvement may be sought after, then equipment changes and “Upgrades” come into consideration. 
The concern for “Upgrades” is, what about New Source Review? Is it still a threat? 
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Given that NSR is not a factor, then there are quite a few equipment upgrades that can be 
considered. Some may be considered maintenance and some may be considered upgrades. 
Unfortunately, some regulators make engineering decisions that should be simple, very 
complicated. Many projects for performance improvement have been shelved due to the threat 
of NSR. 
 

 
 
I have been involved with presentations regarding NSR, such as one of my references for this 
presentation. In my work I have seen Utilities sued for doing what all of us in this room would 
consider maintenance. Here are a few examples of Projects that could be implemented, cost 
effectively, were it not for the threat of NSR. 
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Here is a really good project that many plants could gain from. Upgrading the old regenerative 
air heaters to newer air heaters with less leakage and the best surface for the current fuels 
being fired. Some of you may have Rothemuhle Air heaters installed in the 1980’s that looked 
at the time to be a good idea. Experience has turned out in favor of the Ljungstrom approach 
to Regenerative air heater design.  
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Then there is the issue of Surface incompatibility of the Fire-Side and the steam Sides. 
 

 
We know of many boilers that should have surface adjustments as well as alloy upgrades of 
the Superheaters and the Reheaters. Why? Because, in some cases the FEGT needs to be 
raised above optimum of say, 2,150°F to as high as 2,400°F just to make 1,000°F steam 
temperatures. Tuning can be done to lower the FEGT, but when that is done, steam 
temperatures drop to the range of 900°F. Thus, a large thermodynamic penalty. The result of 
not upgrading the SH and RH surface is, that the boiler is operated with FEGT’s several 
hundred degrees higher than optimum. From a slagging and fouling basis this requires nearly 
continuous blowing of the long retractable soot-blowers. Not only does it waste high-energy 
steam, but also the cinders that are removed from the SH and RH tubes contribute to fouling of 
the SCR and the air heater baskets. At other plants Reheater de-superheating sprays are 
continuous because the flue gas temperatures need to be higher than optimum because there 
is insufficient High Temperature Superheater surface.  
The cinders blown off the SH and RH Pendants entrain into the flue gas stream and contribute 
to SCR and ApH plugging. 
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Another example of upgrading the air heaters and ductwork at the back end of the boiler, 
One plant we are aware has a hot electrostatic precipitator and extreme corrosion of the 
ductwork. If a package was done to renew the ductwork, replace the air heaters and upgrade 
the fan drives to VFD’s, significant savings could be achieved. 
 
This idea is one I thought up about thirty years ago. No one seemed interested then and I am 
not sure anyone is now. But, one issue we are seeing, is a lot of excessive ignition oil being 
burned for start-ups. This is not only a problem of fuel cost but if not burned cleanly, it also 
causes fouling of the electrostatic precipitators and opacity issues. Another challenge the 
industry is faced with today, is extreme low load turn down at nights and on the weekends. 
Taking a 500 MW Unit and operating them at very low loads of 150 MW or less. It is cases like 
this that I think installing auxiliary burners on the side walls with a separate windbox and 
measured and controlled airflow’s, could make the low load operation cleaner and more 
efficient.  
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Startup fuel savings could be realized as well. 
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Una Nowling, PE another contributing editor to POWER Magazine, published this table of 
“Upgrades” to consider in the Feb. 2015 POWER Magazine.  This gives another viewpoint of 
the potential for performance improvements of some of the ideas that I have offered as well as 
a few more.  
 

 
 
The bottom line, if I was one of you sitting in the audience, here is what I would be thinking: “it 
is going to be very hard to find 4-6% improvements in heat-rate when all things are 
considered”. Not the least of which is, operating at a lower capacity factor, cycling and having 
to take the demand variations when must-run renewable power surges on the Grid.  
Yes, there are options that can improve heat rate. Both operational and mechanical upgrades. 
I have tried to provide a quick review of some of them and in the last slide, I have inserted a 
number of references for further research on the topic. 
 
Let me close with my views on coal power and the importance of reliable, clean coal power to 
keep America strong. In my opinion, the EPA has over reached and is simply a tool that the 
current administration is using to wage a war on coal. We are in a minority and I estimate only 
two or three million energy engineers and operational and maintenance experienced persons 
in America. According to the Bureau of Labor statistics and some other references, there are 
only about 550,000 people employed by the electric utilities in the USA. Why am I deviating 
from the message of “Heat-Rate Improvement”? Well, I am doing so because, if we do not take 
the effort to explain the importance of coal fired power plants, then who will? Please bear with 
me and let me close with a couple slides that highlight the facts and importance of coal power 
plants to our country. 
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Thank you, I appreciate this opportunity to be with you. I hope that you have found the 
preceding presentation to be useful and informative. Let myself or any of my associates at 
Storm Technologies know when we may be of any assistance.  
 
Yours very truly, 
 

 
Richard F. (Dick) Storm, PE 
Senior Consultant 
Storm Technologies, Inc. 
www.stormeng.com 
Richard.storm@stormeng.com 
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